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after oracular channel 
after the kind sleep 
two unknown identities bring the woman known as mother out of hospital zones 
from clinical white to sepia lounge - a clinic meant for children 
the hospital lacks procedures for such a woman  
or 
a medical trial that’s against protocol is needed  

her exit is carefully planned and executed 
admin looking plain clothes scientists or middle aged nondescript sons 
escorting special subject known as mother from 
government confines with surgical rooms to dimmed corridors and hidden treatment labs 

the next best steps are not explained to me 
I lose sight of the two unknowns 
I lose sight of the woman 
a crowd of everyday strangers confuses the space 
unfamiliar women and children sitting in brown chairs idling, planted, diversions in flesh and form   

I'm on the phone, calling the hospital mainline, to ask about the woman and the children’s clinic 
the voice on the other end doesn’t know what I believe in 
the voice of the unknown identity penetrates the haze of my inquiry 
‘put the phone down’  
it is uncertain if i end the call or it was ended for me 
I only know i nearly expose the plan 

one then, loses sight of the entire scenario 
one is now elsewhere, at an exhibition or museum or concert hall 
one recognises the singer on the white stage 
her hair recently shaved, her song, not of her repertoire  
one greets her with a hand on her sweaty back 
the black tie crowd is leaving this island hill  
I’m facing a different woman, dark skinned and avoiding my eyes   
I tell her I’m trying my best to make up for loss and failures  
we do not reconcile  

*



we are known survivors on the run 
on the tour bus, she sits at the far back (or are we up close in front?) 
she opens her legs to me.  
we are what’s left: needing supplies, food, a change of clothes 
we stop at an abandoned departmental store. we know the entire population here is gone.  
I am tensed, coiled, climbing to level two, overlooking outside the store 
from corners, I see an elongated man running, faster than any human 
others follow, fleeing, never stopping to acknowledge us 
I understand the nature of prey, I understand they run from the hunters 

hunting us in packs 
nearing  
reaching  

I’m calling out to the survivors in the internet cafe 
“GO BACK TO THE BUSSES! GO BACK, GO BACK!" 
they do not find any news about what’s happening  
I wait till everyone has left 

the hunters move in, in packs 

I am the last,  tension driving me up slopes in a multi storey carpark 
find the busses. find the busses. 
wrong level. find the busses. 
  
I reach the top but no busses could be found. I’m the last one left.  

at the railings, overlooking the dark streets, there is a brigade of armoured ambulances, moving 
slowly in grids, sirens and lights off to avoid attention   

a mechanical crane from an ambulance reaches up to me 
i scramble on 
i’m taken down into safety 

the Japanese driver asks if i know the routes. 
  
I do not.  

we keep moving, a slow pace, as if keeping watch or searching, but no one else is around. I am the 
last.  

from the back window, I watch the first of a few busses creep up on us, busses towed by 
trucks, moving in packs, like the hunters. 

I search the faces and bodies of each bus till i recognise the man in the orange shirt. I cannot say if 
the head count is right. I cannot say if we are safe.  

there is a medical experiment next to me. a man with his finger pressed to the corner of his left eye 
it forces a squint. I see what he sees.  



emaciated humanoids, bald and bare bodied, armed with black weapons. they move at intense 
speeds, the one who sees, slows down oracular footage. the hunters, by their very presence, turns 
the forest and streets and their skins, an ashen grey. they move like flickers between the frames. they 
hunt us in packs.  

a sniper in the ambulance, aims. no one is sure if bullets are quick enough. no one is sure why we 
can't go faster. 

one sees pincered creatures of the sea emerging, turning their shells and seas and streets ashen grey. 

they hunt us in twos.  

*



it could just be a sunset 
or a permanent desert scorched in sepia 
nothing man made anywhere  

they may be men or humanoid figures 
four or five visitors in a row 
dark and dusty clothes 
they neither move nor make a sound 
here, only to make their presence known  

it could be a woman, manifest as sister 
spoon feeding ashes into a small glass jar 
it could also be ice flakes or grain like diamonds 
dug from this vacant earth  

*

  



she smells of syrupy cough meds  
hair, caught in downpour  

they smell of their parents 
gathered by roadside near the rain  
with a hospital bed, deconstructed  

grandson holding side rail  
grandfather at the foot 
daughter, thrilled and laughing in black wheelchair  
sons loading metal frame unto truck  

the blue mattress stands folded, expecting the weight of frail bodies  
as old neighbours speak of medicine and subsidies and nursing homes 

it’s the sleep of the kind, 
this kind... 

hide and seek with the medicine man 
not out of fear or stress but playfulness and childhood 
I nearly bump into beauty at the stairwell 
immediately, we fall in love 
she reminds me of my variant clones 
a male and female with my name but spelt differently  
i envision them by a house overlooking the sea 
not the white tower   
-that which is so full of dead 
that of the debris field 
unlit spirit portal of an ended world -  
no. 
there is no need for tense watching, taut waiting  
this is a place of normalcy and innocence and war-lessness and quiet sleep    

there’s timeless food under the void deck 
comfort for the hungry  
cultural cuisine for and from the heartland  

there are homes extended to common areas 
adding light to grey realities 
like a welcomed museum or gallery 
installations of personal belongings 
belonging at last 

*



this could be mother's room from childhood 
barricaded windows, back to the cabinets    
furniture of ancestors, bleak and timeless  
black and white television, the only glow  

I’m watching the film in the dark 
I’m in the dark film, walking 
a difficult terrain, going home past ice plains 
I train the weak camera lens onto the mountain 
researchers tunnelling through ice 
i see the lights from their hardhats 
their progress, slow and fatiguing  

time changes the room 
the room becomes another time 
a bar in paris, 1930’s 
furniture of ancestors, bleak and jaded  

war widows drink pale milk 
frothing with intoxicants 
their coats hang on bodies familiar with death 
their make up, thick with suffering  

they wait for young boys to offer tricks and sex  
they watch the mother descend a staircase 
I am leaving 
she reveals to me the sex I will miss 
I am leaving for the ice plains  

one returns to the beige mansion  
one returns to the birthday party 
a pile of presents under the table 
like miniature skylines in glitter wraps 

the house changes size according to wandering 
one is on the third floor or second or fourth 
one finds the bathroom at the end of stairs 
one hears then sees the shower running 
is it an exposed woman, soap on flesh, a steaming body? 
one finds trouble towel wrapping one’s body  
there’s a knife on the floor, handle attached to string 
the man believed to be father says, “keep the knife, you all always tell me to use my eyes.”  
one knows what he means. 
He is always blamed for murders and daydreaming  
He wants you to avoid slicing your foot 
more special children arrive 
“where do i put the presents?”  
there’s a city beneath the table 
doorless, windowless, lifetimes trapped in cubes and oblongs and panic rooms 
one is projected outside the mansion  
near roads and gardens and multi-storied carparks 
one sees pale women in dark clothes with sky-blue hair 



one sees an elongated beauty passing by 
the witch-kind are recognised and loved 
but the great woman known as mother is not in the house 
researchers are trying to reach her, deep in ice mountains   
*



sound of machine gunfire from the outside, from the audio visual systems in the studio or 
monitoring room.   

the command console is getting badly damaged, like two concrete table slabs colliding head 
on, surfaces tearing up in the chaos of hot bullets.  

a beer bellied police officer in a white polo tee is turning off the feeds one by one, against protocol, 
making sure evidence of the event isn’t recorded. I understand the cops have turned on each other, a 
termination spree, a slaying of witnesses.    

I’m peering into a woman’s face, head clamped in a rusty metal head harness. a voice is 
commanding her to breathe in the wisp of smoke. she does so and the metal pieces move to the side, 
off her face. She has no body. 

there are two other heads, all in close up. I see a man’s face with blood on his temple and corner left 
lip. he says, “it’s a miracle." I see the beheading of a young girl by a broadsword. i neither see her 
face nor body. I can barely remember the second  face.  
  
the heads - open wound sealed, windpipe covered, veins tied off- are being smuggled out of the 
castle by men the size of a finger. we are already at the drawbridge. I do not  recall hearing or 
expect encountering gun fire. there is a brooding landscape waiting, a midnight sun half-hiding 
behind clouds of darkness. 

i am in a house, abandoned, double storied, with the presence of a woman known as mother, 
lingering among the dust in the atmosphere. i do not sense a history of family here. one can only 
assume it’s a safe house for the disembodied and i’m here to secure the location.  
 
*  
  



this has happened before 
the corpse of a woman known as mother 
used as a vessel for speech 
eye balls full black 
staring straight to ceiling 
mouth opening and closing like a puppet, reciting 

It could be dementia or the hypoglycemia  talking 
it could be the voices in pharmaceutica 

“father has taken the brown comb.”  

i watch the bare bodied man, bent, struggling to get off the bed 
she talks of black sesame seeds 
she says, “follow me to the airport" 

a man who has either the body of a priest or of young grandfather 
wants to see my journal, to know that I am working  
I cannot find it among the mess of my table, full of open art books 
words are missing (though actively stored in memoriam) 
color smudges, lines, erasure, disorganised 
messy layered drawings  
only later do I find the exercise book in my bag 
i’m sure it wasn't there before 

one then walks through the night market, claustrophobic, wandering, 
returning to more books and people  
souls drawn to the flame of my created  

*



this room is an anomaly 
this room isn’t supposed to be here 
the lights are off, cartons stacked, a storage zone with unknown artefacts  
there is security outside, checking the double locks on the door, shining light through opaque 
windows 
four or five guards are gathering, questioning each other, minds trying to grasp the meaning of 
spatial mysteries  
there are two unknown identities in the room 
they trigger a bomb  

fire, disintegration and death is not shown  

the two ascend floor by floor 
black automatic rifles 
tensed and clocked and poised 
such stealth weaponry, built by some future military-industrial complex   
they reach the top level and almost shoot a man 
but he identifies himself as a senior agent 
he has no legs  
he explains the glory of how he will die 
chest shredded by projectiles, a rain of blood and sizzling flesh   

a tv broadcast log is viewed 
searching paragraphs and grids for a title that fits this scenario  
they find a line of white code on black screen  
they see the codename ‘majapahit'  

as if the name leads to craft 
one finds oneself in a land-and-sea monster truck 
there is a navigator, there is a co-pilot, there is you in a vehicle full of special children 

from the cockpit one sees the sea  
one sees parade floats the size of fishing boats and tankers and aircraft carriers 
departing peninsula   

a promise has been made to the children 
they will get to see the ocean 
one drives down the sloping tunnel highway, going deeper to the core that should lead to the shore  
the road is especially unending 
this distance is an anomaly  
there are only damp drains with no tides, no great splash into bodies of water 
no primordial womb for the safety of children  

the vehicle ascends to a behemoth cubic presence  
black and alien and called the 5000 
it’s a grand plaza stadium mall in a third world country 
streets perpetually polluted by night kind   
by Chinese restaurant labyrinth lanterns, theatres of oriental operas, red light districts of cheap 
concubines and wealth infested whiskey  
this nocturne parlance scares the children, who have dissolved their bodies to remain hidden as 
ghosts 



one lets them hide behind the dark body of self 
one buys for the children copter bladed drones in black boxes 
If they aren’t allowed to visit the sea, they will visit the skies 
they are owed this much.  

finally, one finds the missing child 
poised in a plastic bubble at the top of a slide 
anytime now, she goes down 
one does not know if the child can be saved 
*



as an icon 
we will carry her 
we, along with others 
to all the dreams of places 
revealing her to the sun 

she, who  
in each world 
changes age and changes ages  
who 
in each world, becomes a different mother 

youngest shall she be 
at my darkest river 
where tip toe will she cross our violent plains 
where every terror will from her gesture, flee 
where every creature, seeking, shall find her signs of warmth   

oldest shall she be 
in the house of my death 
a crone to our elders, the bearer of martyrs  
holding the prism at the end of all lights  
there in her palms, etched with eons 
there to catch the falling of stars  

we will carry this mother 
to all of our suns 
they who shall see her  
the life forms of her womb   
*



It’s not even a room, but a state, a projected space in a shared mind 
it’s a presence, not of humans, but intelligence 
possibly a hologram as outboard DNA laser sequence 
orbiting an electric field 

two selves as bodies of light 
etheric snakes and ladders  
one program cluster pitched higher, 
the other, beneath my central code 
one of the two had committed the same crime 
the time now, is of matching signatures   

perhaps, the resulting program is sent out to black ops 
to the dead night hours before a great outdoor fair 
along highway width streets as concrete corridors 

this is a defence mission 
as explained by commander  
he teaches me the targeting system 
my weapon is neither gun-shaped nor menacing  
a device unseen but with a circular, rotating constellation of pin lights  
thousands of organic nano-drones, mechanised and breathing insects too small to see in the singular 
the commander says, “when something goes wrong, wait until the cameras start recording.” 
I learn, my triggered system will start the red program  
I see black oblong eyes raised on tripods next to steel legs holding up wall-less white tents 
not only us, watching the ever night, but also, a sense of something other, lurking beyond the veils 
of perception 

*



you find yourself 
postrated 
on a surgical table 
in the Night Clinic full of daylight 

you know but also don't know 
the white skinned, beige clothed doctor 
a gynaecologist, without his face mask, sitting at the end. 
You can see his face even though you are lying face down 

you are stark naked 
your stomach is being scanned  

ultrasound isn’t clear enough 
voltage of radar is turned up 
“there” he says 
“we have found the snake" 

one feels cold, sharp instruments of metal 
perhaps a pincer, or steel clip at the end of a black tube 
teasing, touching, gently opening one’s anal cavity 
you tense your gut 
the snake, or string, or mercurial strand is slowly extracted 

there is no pain, only the sensation of silver liquid leaving your body. 

you find yourself walking home (either with clothes or without) 
the distance is far, but it does not trouble you 

the main door, in a  vast, cavern like warehouse, is obscured by hanging clothes 
you go past an industrial workshop, the only light coming from an ice cream chamber 
there is an old woman there but also not 
there are lights emanating from cream cakes 
raspberry red, Sol yellow, a neon Isis blue 

you have gone out to buy food 
but return, instead, with alcohol 
there are third world foreigners in the resident room  
skin burnt by a shamanic sun  
hearts full of wilderness 

the house you return to is larger than you recall 
the dimensions have expanded or you have grown past the stage of children  
you ask your neighbour to buy lunch 

a man believed to be father, comes home to walk the dog 
you meet his wife on the 21st floor 
then your stomach tenses from vertigo 

she has climbed over the ledge 
she is on the down sloping parapet 



tossing house keys, hoping the clinking will be heard by her husband, several floors above, in their 
hall 
it’s the way she plays with him 
she is singing: “there is mercy in your hair. there is mercy in your hair.” 
she dances, poses, goes down on one knee, turns on the edge 

you have this terrible fear she will fall 
21 stories down 
you are afraid for her but she is not afraid 
she laughs instead, a body full of familial love and wonder 
“there is mercy in your hair” she sings 
there is mercy in your hair  
  
*



he dreams of night market 
under apartment block 

power outage 
the use of old fire to light the way 

storm event 
rain as static as white noise 
safer indoors 

under oblong table 
the coffin 
covered with hard, clear plastic 

keep the body safe from radiation  

one goes home to the white house 
the white dog greets him 
one has faith in the electric fridge  
humming like a machine from outer space  

*



one knows she lives in idyll 
a cool autumn, emotionless streets 
one knows this is her safe place 
though the space she now inhabits 
is much darker 

there’s a loss of signal 
of voices engulfed on a black stage  
she struggles to make contact 
smaller and smaller are the songs of her children 
one knows she fears the terror of silence 
one knows her jagged shape of fragility 
one holds the weakness of her hand 
“it’s o.k." one says, 
I am here. 

you raise the oblong machine 
balance it on vials of coloured fluid  
orange-yellow, orange-red 
is this your blood or elixir?  
is this medicine for she who is ill? 
the machine connects us to stage 
you must bring through a sound,  one that  can stop her tremors  
you adjust the tendrils, the cables, the male body, the female body  
a voice, though vague, cuts through the shadows 
a voice, though distanced, returns to her 
returns her heart to idyllic scenes 
a motionless street 
branches in sunlight  

one hears the sadness of orchestral strings 
dragging melancholy, dragging feet 
her child is a wounded feeling 
curled and crying on the stage 

"it’s o.k." you say 

I am here 

you are here 
genuflecting,  
on bent metal grills 
a coarse, filthy street, 
scorched in yellow glare and heat 
through the grills 
a frightening stench 
deep down within- 
gaseous mud and rocks and unknown tunnels 
drain of the nether-earth 
rancid pools, cesspits, diseased and fluid from a lifeless womb 

you adjust your kneeling, dreading a collapse 



you are hiding behind the concrete block 
hiding from the hunters 

it’s the morning after 
but you’re still running  

you were a uniformed messenger 
wrong place, wrong time 
you find black gravy on the floor, worm like dead things 
special forces wipes his stained hands on your shoulder 
he blames you for the mess on the floor 
there is anger, distraction, his weapon, poised and uneasy 

you follow and study the spillage 
you believe it’s a perimeter 
something is wrong 
something had marked out the boundaries 

everyone is caught inside it 

the convoy is arriving 
an important figure, a president, a leader, a long black limo  
this will be an ambush 
no one would see it coming   

you run. 

it’s night 

others are also running 
one remembers the hunting 
it’s happening again but in different form 
you run harder, leaping from canopy to canopy  
roof to roof 
get away 
turn the corner  

you hear the start of gun fire 
you fumble for your phone 
you are tracking the medicine man  
turn the corner 
you run to the city  

why are the other agents, jovial and drinking and oblivious? 
laughing as you take one of their phones 
you believe your phone is hacked 
you cannot trust the coordinates 
you search on-map for the medicine man 
  
you do not ask to see 
but you see 
the figure of your enemy 



the dark suited man of the mansion 
looking down at you 
associates, hunters, assassins by his sides 
you know you had worked for him 
this cold and devastating leader 
you know he has turned on you 
framed you 
hunts you 

and now, you are on the run. 

*



Mother as actress  
penultimate con-woman  
I watch her behind her black desk  
falsifying accent and tears on the phone 
to gain visitation rights while the matron isn't home  

this is Mission critical  

house Guardian lets us in  
we go to work  

coax the Daughter out of the bathroom first 
then put out the lamp lights  
alter atmospheres with smoke 
careful mix of tribe herbs, lung hypnoxia and oxygen  
do not leave empty cigarette packs behind  
have no evidence we were there  

the matron had siphoned our money  
we enter her home to take artefacts  
the robbery of Mother and Son  
blood ties and thievery  

the house is suddenly swamped with black tie guests  
the matron returns  
we are still in the house. We might get found out.  

Mother meets the matron in the hall. 
  
I hold my breath, so we won't be recognised  

Mother appears as just another housewife.  

*



it’s not so and so from _____ 
it’s one of the bad men. - grocery store clerk  
                                  
the rich, pig bastard william comes to mind 
dead from a heart attack  
and that is why the pool table was booked but no one is playing 

waffles were being prepared. thick and tall and golden brown 
- one is being sliced with a hunting knife, then stuffed with minced white meat and mayo  
- another was pure melted chocolate, softening and collapsing the waffle wall  

I would’ve used the knife on william 
but other plans were carried out by the amulets in the mall 

in the familiar mall I roam 
(the mall as my familiar) 
floors upon floors of yellow deities in glass cases on sale, hung around necks 
storefronts with cheap, twinkling christmas lights and strangely haunted house maids   

I had been in this mall before, in search of pictorial myths in book form  
I’ve known men here in black balaclavas, but these operatives were not summoned to take william 

my interview with the store clerk is done 
perhaps, the waffles were there to remind me of my hunger 
perhaps, the mall now reminds of the airport, that my research is done and I can leave for 
elsewhere  

  
*



and on the 35th day 
those who had entered the Temple in the East, emerged 
by way of The Night Clinic 
with bodies of no more use 

one senses a conglomerate of flesh   
floating past the votive room 
where hundreds, morphing into thousands of candles 
burned before the Icon  
lighting the path to current portals 

above the black throne, next to my surgical resting bed 
the singular meteor of faces and heads, pauses to wait 
  
anatomical configurations are uncertain 
could the multiple heads be sharing one brain? 
what is the meaning of a face facing sky? 
or looking south? 
or downcast like a dispirited martyr? 
what of those basic colour palettes?  
black and red and royal gold?  

and the tendrils 
dangling and floating from missing necks like a jellyfish deep in iceless gravity 
they said nothing, those mouths and hardly did they gaze at my sleeping body  
  
as if uninitiated 
as if waiting for the enlivening 
the head of faces remain suspended, like a drone, mute, without expression 
drifting like a planet in a yet to be awakened orbit  

perhaps, it waits for my voice, a true command or sacred sound, a multi key to unidoor   
perhaps it exists, for now, fully formed, as a watcher, brimming with stored power, poised at the 
edges of sentience, ready to project the first vision, ready to utter the first name of a new and 
omnipresent aeon 

*



on the line: corporate guard dog. caucasian. male. alpha: probably in some light blue collared 
shirt.haughty brandy kind of fucker. womaniser. protective of trade secrets. 

on the line, next to me: my baby. used to be my sister, chubby faced and big hair: speaking in a fake 
accent. lying. “i’m from s__s___ technologies” trying to extract crucial codes from alpha.  

the dog can see through the lies in the voice. I take the phone from baby. tell him the truth. 

“listen” i say, “she’s a student. doing research.” etcetera etcetera 

we are on a concrete jetty. I put my headphones back on, listening in for the pulse. the line has gone 
silent. only waves left (its image, not its sound.) i’ve done the best i can. I’m not sure if we got the 
codes.  

*



At the birthday party - a green, pandan flavoured cream cake - didn’t live up to expectations. 
“the branch this was bought from has dropped in standard.” someone says. 
I watch the birthday girl quietly dispose the front part of her slice into a clear plastic bag.  
I tell someone that yes, the cake is “a little dry" 

the mundane part of the party was over.  

CCTV. 
I’m watching it with two other seniors in the TV room of the house.  
I see a surfer male, long haired. 
I am compelled to ask, “is that a demon?” the male accompanies an older gentleman.  
the senior says, “yes, a young demon.” (as if that was infinitely worse, implying recklessness with 
the energy of youth.) 

“clear the house.” the chief tells me.  

The guests, some goths, in stupor, lying around on the floor in a small hall, seem drifting off to 
sleep. I stand above them. 
 I lift my arms like raising the dead. “Everybody get up.” They struggle to their feet. 

“Everybody get out. Now.”  

I know there’s a connecting door to the  master hall. 
I know that there is where the young demon dwells.  

Another group of poets, in white clothing, are in a smaller recreation room near the back door of the 
small hall. I quietly tell them not to come out as i close the door, thinking they will be safe. In that 
room, i recognise one of the girls. Short haired, thin and drowsy.  

reporting back to the chief magician in the TV room, he reprimands me. “when i say evacuate. 
evacuate.” 

out means out. 

I re-open the door. I see them holding plates with green vegetables. 
“Everybody get up. Get out. Now." 

as they file past me in their slow, drugged out way, I see, from the corner of my eye, out the 
window, the lower half of a body, a woman, either hanging or levitating. barefooted, in a grey 
housecoat.  
  
The demon has started manifesting.  

The short haired girl stumbles past me. Her head is turning backwards, unnaturally. 

The full manifestation hits.  

This happens in milliseconds:  

Everything turns into chaos. 
space time collapses into a yellow, static sphere. 
I am risen above it, looking down. 



The house has vanished in the storm of visual noise. 
I remember my training.  
I self extract into deep space.  
I remember the protocol. 

Align the planets with the sun to vanquish the demon.  

but the sun’s current alignment is in the wrong position. 
(Use active imagination. Possibilities. Memory grids.)  
I move the symbols of sun and planets into the right configuration. 
I energise the configuration 
creating time interference 
creating space interference  

for a second, the demon is blindsided. 
Dispelled from the body it took over.  
The vessel, the long haired surfer male, blanks out but is still standing.  
Three magicians with silver swords stabs him in multiples of three 
from the front, back and southern side. 

one two three 
one two three 
one two three 
  
the vessel is killed, so the demon cannot return to this plane. 

*



"Into my Father’s Mansion" 

I know him from the desert 
the leathery skin of his thirst-less horse 
that sandstorm’d skin, blood running in Egypt 
with eyes that could bear down the sun  

I know him from the grim land of wanderers 
prince of the lost and of the dreaming oasis 
a figure in heatwave, a stealer of fire  

I know him in the world of wealth 
This father of lies we tell ourselves 
proud and royal and dressed like a Lord  
legs crossed at a table of fine wood 
eating the food of kings 

in his father’s mansion, I find my self 
a seven star spectacle, larger than life 
man made rivers built in marble 
halls the size of bygone kingdoms  

there are obsidian walls, impossible towers 
orange lights from byzantium times 
white rain from a silver night 
a formidable refuge, far from the failures of men   

He that I know 
stands near in black suit 
wordless and profound 
pausing the meagre creations of time  
He does not look at me 
He does not gesture 
His presence alone is enough  

in my Father’s house, I become the mansion  
in my father’s house, I am of Wealth and not the wealth of this world 

*



one enters the fairy tale reality stream, to the unfamiliar house. 

you have brought your family with you. a visit, for dinner, a courtesy call. perhaps in the upper 
rooms, there are bears sleeping in nightclothes. furniture could be scented wood or biscuits. 
somehow, there are wolves present but not seen.  

you try to place the feeling of the house. it’s neither-either from a child’s picture book you loved or 
was afraid of; or this could be a house you visited when you were a church monk, in a prior life, 
blessing old couples in cottage homes, in low valleys or countrysides. 
  
in the dining hall, when the hosts have gone to the kitchen, to bring out servings, you see the man 
known as father, helping sister arrange her pillows at the head of the table. rudely she throws the 
pillows back at him, bitching about how she had not asked for help. 

you tell the father straight: "next time, don’t bother doing anything for her if she didn’t ask.” the 
mother woman, of course, is distressed at the anger in the hall. you are seething. the ungrateful one 
deserves no love from her father. she has been like this for far too long. but before anyone else can 
speak, the hosts return with dinner meat.  

yes, you could be sexually interested in the daughter of the house, or at least, momentarily in love. 
she is also one who owns a strange television. the news is on, in black and white. a classroom full of 
young students is shown. a girl, in white uniform shirt and dark pleated skirt, has her face buried in 
bent arms on the study desk - she is drowsy, possibly drugged or sick. 
  
the teacher has announced the winner of the class - best exam results. 

the teacher calls the sleeping girl several times before she struggles to awake. she rises from her 
table. she moves sluggishly to the front of the class. her shirt has begun unbuttoning itself. her 
uniform slowly falls off her pale body. from her breasts, downwards, her skin is blackened and blue, 
not from beatings, you understand, but from a disease - gangrene - decomposition. 

“i know her,” you tell the young maiden of the house. “ I was eating ice cream with her in the 
restaurant behind your house." 

“at wendy’s” she offers. 

you recall pine trees of moonless night, small roads winding to the plateau of a small hill where you 
were, with the dying-dining girl. 

you then notice a family portrait in the TV hall. it begins to dawn on you as you watch it. 
the painting, is of a hellish wasteland - a red and orange apocalyptic background.  in the foreground, 
a husband, either with two daughters or a wife and child. it dawns on you. You had  murdered him, 
for them. that is why there are no men in the house of the hosts.  

your family is with you at the dining table, now placed in the TV room. you are explaining to the 
maiden, with a heavy, tired voice, with fatigue in your bones. “I may be the youngest in the family. 
but I am also the oldest.” you are referring to your spirit. you bring up the memory of a man in 
black. long haired and timeless. you know you belong to another family, one of  immortal beings, 
where eons are but a tick of a clock (time does not exist when you are forever) 
the girl says, “but what mistake did the dream lord make?" 
i see the cycle of a white being, turning into a black being and back again. this is not a mistake but a 
process. you do not or cannot answer her question. 



the hosts disappear into hidden rooms, possibly preparing something final before you depart with 
the family. the mother woman takes this chance to start panicking again, about the outburst in the 
dining room. her body seems malleable, falling apart, like a light image breaking down.  you 
explain calmly,  “it’s not that i’m telling father not to do anything for sister…” 

you are in the driveway outside the house. 

The minibus has come to drop off people and take you home. you see the girl from television, on 
board. bright, sultry, gothic, undead. she is in a fine, white silk blouse and black skirt. in her aura 
you see her technological paintings. advanced black line systems, geometries, circuits, painted on 
clean whitewash gesso. she is here to set up her exhibition in the house. You follow her as she gets 
off. “you are my cousin,” you tell her. long ago, you understand you had been her lover. you do not 
follow her into the house. the path leads you elsewhere. 

in search of the toilet. 

you find one of the many great mysteries of oneiric fields. you have been to this kind of underworld 
before. a vast basement-warehouse of toilets. cavernous, purgatorial, haunted by grey time zones. 

there are yellow police tape dangling from low ceilings and around pillars, no one  else in sight. 
there is very little light, a density of fog and voice overs from elsewhere, making announcements in 
a soulless place. this is also like an amusement house of Halloween horrors.  without fear you enter 
deeper into the cave, to the far end walls where black grills cover drains. 

you begin urinating but your organ is limp and too small to handle. 

you wet yourself, your pants, urine running down the front of your life. the piss stream turns into a 
haze, a misty , uncontrolled expulsion. there are ropes hanging from inside your clothes, which are 
too big for your shrinking body. you understand the ropes are there to hold up your heavy jumpsuit. 
you legs are loosely tied together. This was how you left the husband when you killed him. 

a strange presence of a man is now next to you. he says, “she’s been my girlfriend for six 
months…” you somehow know he’s talking about the girl in TV. they have broken up. he is broken 
up. you cannot offer any advice, because, “I am single, I am alone.”   

without buttoning or zipping up, and with an ongoing stream of piss gushing all over your body, 
you leave the cavern. a large, industrial tank like machine follows you, operated by a masked man. 
It’s one of the halloween party tricks. the tank’s cannon will spray water on people visiting the 
toilet. you let it attack you with the jet stream, so no one else outside this place will know you’ve 
wet yourself. the masked man gets off the machine and lops a bottle of clear gel petrol at you. 

you do not believe he’ll set you on fire. 

     
  

  

   



Drugged out girl on news wins best in class gets up slowly to receive prize clothes fall off shows 
blue black body Not Gea en but gangrene like decomposition  

I know that girl last time I was at your house I ate ice cream with her at the Wendy's behind the 
house  
Dinner with fairy tale family in unknown fairy tale house  
Husband a victim in the painting killed by me  
And a child  

vast toilet with radioactive Halloween decor piss in drains  
Bubbling smoke ,voice overs  
Urinate in pants, hazy puss  
Big machine robot driven goes around shooting water at people let it shoot me to mask the yrine  
Another masked man appears throws oil or petrol at me  

Angry with sister, tells Father don't do anything for her any more cannot finish talk as Host s return 
with food  

I'm the eldest but youngest( in the family  
Like Morpheus of the endless  
I'm asked what mistake did the dream lord make?  
I see the cycle of white and black  

In hall alone with family Mother freaks out at what I said I try to explain  

The Ani comes  
Artist inside girl from to  
With exhibition paintings me Himalayas art black and white  
Related, she's a Cousin , pretty I try to talk to her  
Hosts announce see on p.a to thank me for djing as I go and piss  

As I piss someone like ninja tells me he was dating for six months I had a girl Friend 
I said I can't help, I'm single  
Ninja is a ghost, I'm alone haze pissing  
I wet myself  
Ropes all over my body loosened  
Can't Hold up my clothes, sizes too big  

Same ropes found on victim in painting, the Husband I killed  

The veils between places are thinning  
There's no darkness here, only stranger worlds 
*



one leads the limping dog to food 
one tries hard to sleep 
one leads the blind unicorn to a planet of water 
one wants a return to the child 
one drinks milk to soothe a sad heart 
one feels the world but will not shut it out 
one tries hard to awaken 
one feels the fatigue of the struggle 
one prays for the sword of liberation 
one searches for answers 
one knows the Four are watching 
one knows this is part of the design 
one needs the touch of a woman 
one wants to understand loss 
one wants to celebrate 
one finds light in the silence 
one finds light in the darkness 
one lights a candle 
one blows a candle out  
*



before the white tower 
there was a life in the grey place 
the thirteenth floor 
on a level where one can see childhood 
here, one lives in nostalgia  
here, one remembers freedom 

the woman with you belongs to the sea 
she, of the evening waves 
she, of the waters as old as the earth 
wading, afloat, in billions of years 

but here, we look out to landscape 
a familiar horizon in a different universe 
the road you have walked is now much further  
and the trees, more of nature than the world one remembers 

she points south east 
and there 
a white temple or hospital  
a pyramidal totem on a convex polyhedron 
one moves to the end of the corridor  
towards true west 
one touches waterfall or rain falling from elsewhen 

this could be a child’s memory of church 
simple and structured around a correctional facility  
non-maximum, uncaged, a prison close to home 
the medicine man is with me, then he is not 

who then, is this brute, cuffing together ones upper arms? 
is he a torturer or healer? 
one’s arms and shoulders are wrapped in bandages green  
pulled taut and left to suffocate skin 
but only for moments 
then the wraps disappear  

you tense for the pain but it doesn’t come 
one by one, you pull out the pierced  
either needle like stems of a plant or thin but sturdy spokes 
driven deep into soft, gentle flesh  
one looks at ones hands  
so many metallic ends, tip sticking out of fingers and wrists and knuckles and veins  
one by one, one pulls them out, tensing for pain that doesn’t come  

this could be the old church, now, a sick bay  
a woman one could love is tending the dying man 
his body fluids fill the bag beneath the bed 
she bends half her body out of the door 
“I’ll be ten minutes late" (ten past eight) 
“I won’t be taking the test,” one says  
you push down the flesh of your stomach to pull out the embedded 



stick like steel spikes sliding out of meat 
one braces for pain that doesn’t come at all 

*

 

  



glass library 
twenty, maybe thirty stories above ground 
glass flooring of a glass cubicle 
I can see the cars below, as small as fingernails  
i’m loading a black sling bag with hardcover books 
paranoid that the ground might give way 
that I will fall to my death  

the more books i pack, the heavier our collective weight 
which doesn’t make sense 
since everything is already in the room. 

i’m under walkways 

in the distance, i see the lumbering woman 
somnambulistic on schizophrenic medicine  
i do not call her name, but make strange animal noises 
to get her attention 
she double backs to me, stops some paces away 
puts her hands on her waist 
a body gesture to tell me i’m wasting time, just sitting there 
i lift up the heavy bag and sling it over my shoulders 
she’s in front of me now 
she doesn’t make any sound  
on the wooden bench, a rectangular, vertical box with no lid 
inside, CD cases with no discs 
i expect it to be heavier than the books  
she lifts it up with one finger 
to prove how light it is  

*



here is where I want to be 
the crammed and elongated room, narrow, with far off hidden corners 
the bed itself is half a human size, I will sleep on my side, my body is stripped of fat and flesh 
I understand now, why the past will be abandoned 
it’s neck is broken 
tuning ports missing 
that blue instrument of creation is now defunct 

so mother brings home a new, red guitar 
polished, advanced, without its carrying bag 
but it’s ok. 
there is a soft wrap tissue keeping it safe 

the strings are thinner than normal 
on the fretboard, there are also rectangle buttons 
the knobs are smaller than I know and it turns smooth 
this red instrument of creation is like a computer  
one must play it with a boneless arm, with speed, precision, in total flow.  

i need to buy plectrums. 
  
Emerging from the underground station, I enter the vast auditorium 
Immediately, I see the greatness of the left and right walls before me, like a towering artefact, a 
praying wall.  
I see hieroglyphics in statue form, like a black facade of hindu gods, hundreds of them. Egyptian. 
my heart is moved deeply to tears. 

An indian man with a white turban is playing a futuristic exercise bicycle like an instrument 
he’s pulling several red, feather like strings out of small holes to make different sounds 
I watch him for a few seconds, but it lasts long enough for me to hear the whole epic  

then, I find video screens have covered the walls 
and a child’s musical program is projected unto it 

who are all these beautiful madams surrounding me, positioned at various tables, like grand 
secretaries and guard dogs and wives to be?  

the complex i am in suggests a military recruitment drive 
but the men, with their killing machines, and disguise kits and jungle warfare fatigues are nowhere 
to be seen. 
  
Here, there are only women I could love and bring home to mother.  

“let’s take a picture” a young girl says, “pose, smile like a gay man,”  
I plan on showing her a duck face, a flying kiss. I become an extraverted version of my introverted 
self, chatty and noisy.  

she’s out of film.  
she goes back to her table to reload.  
she and her friends are from the Lomography society.  



“where is the plaza?” I ask one of them. 
“we are from the video company” another dark skinned girl replies.  
I try to get my bearing. 
I seek sunlight shining through entrances. 
I know I must cross a road. 

I remember wanting to buy plectrums.  

*



she’s still around 
“I’m still around” (phone message)  

the store is still around 

hidden in scarred teenage memory 
in a heart ruined by the dream  
in a dream ruined by the heart 
  
but there is no mess 

no piles of papers, dead cats, collapsing realities 
only square points of data disks 
slid into lines of wood on the wall  

one leaves the shop to find her 
(no, not her of old loves, but she, ruined by hearts)  
to a college of white structures and young trees 
to the dark wooden bench 
where writing instruments fall and fail and new ink is required 

one finds her in sad communion clothes 
in union with wounds of departure  
getting into a cab with a silent, unhappy mistress 

one finds broken affection  
a pained palette where suns used to shine on skin  
I do not watch her leave 
I do not know how badly it will end  

the ink is sold in sea shells 
at a birthday party in a stationery store 
from a company of family  
eldest, home to inspect sales of  
paper and markers and stencils and erasers  
tools, used to map out fates 
thin fragile lines connecting difficult distances  
there are no shapes to show certainty  
only spatial slates 
for the lost to find paths again  

*



the television from elsewhere 
wears the hearts of strange world on its screen 
sometimes monochrome 
this time in hues of red  

haphazard long tables 
end to end, angled 
protruding like sore furniture 
on their flat bodies, laptops, running programs 
foreign to coders   

one hears half comedy laugh tracks  
as the bulky man in costume descends like a thief from the ceiling  
or from hells in the sky ports above  
is he disguised as a robot or dark crusader? 
is his vest metal or kevlar or devilish?  

singling out a black computer 
he holds it to his chest and ascends 
as if the machine was an infant, listening to mothers’ heartbeat  
you can see the back of his torso 
made up of two dog torsos. 
brown fur on his left, white fur on his right 
two anal cavities and no tail 
possibly, you see hooves  

you had fallen asleep in the wine red mansion  
body, hugging the rails of the serpentine staircase, sideways 
like a weird bat embrace  
there's no strain 
holding your body up that way against gravity 
it’s easy to sleep. 

You were filmed. 

much later, the thin witch with an elongated face explains the ritual done unto you 
“your many hearts were rewired, veins untangled and arranged, 
vertical to your body 
like straight highways between nodes of palpitations. 
we set you up like an altar 
where people can pray to you, 
1000 prayers in a sitting, pilgrims searching for answers.”   

you know it’s time to leave the compound 
a woman known as sister is also preparing to go 
as if a night of chalets has come to an end 

a white dog, with large. black fleas 
comes to take you home 

*



this could be end 
of night phases 
forty days in the wilderness of collapsed time 
of moving between the planes 

vaguely 
I remember them, the white of spheres 
of the longhaired musician god 
arms dangling 
pointing earthbound 
to the kingdom of Malkuth 

forty nights 
and the dissolution of the ship begins 

astral forms returning to ether 
seventy journeys through the dream-ware gates 
all points, houses, mansions, clinics, forming the modular grid 
all holographic bodies in position 
levitating, stakes claimed, the overseers ever awake 
ever watching, ever there  
  
to the construct in the East  
perpetual candles stay burning  
in a room with a girl from the blue place 
by the gothic statue of the red, bleeding God  

unto His scarred hands, the names are given 
"Hold them through the night of thorns and threshing" 
“Bring the wounded home to heal" 

to the construct in the West 
the film plays without end 
a soliloquy of off world skies  
a poetic treatment of nights at sea  
songs of the schizophrenic gods, sequenced and salient 
images of The Last House, Tygeria  

I am Home, Yes, In the scorpion desert 
I am Home, Yes, in the hunted city 
I am Home, Yes, with the spectral children 
I am Home, yes, in places, Legion  

*



I watch the hipster couple set up their blue acrylic walls on the rooftop, where the water tanks are. 

I listen to the girl on the ground floor, mispronouncing a laksa dish they specialise in. noodles that 
come with tattoos, especially for skin art enthusiasts and vision artists with squid ink, dangerous 
thai temples etched into hardened backs, serpents, dragons, cobras, faded with time.  
  
I told the gang of thieves about the new restaurant. the wife of a thief, who own vietnamese rice 
rolls, isn’t pleased she has competition. the thing about our presence in this world is that it involves 
an art exhibition, but with paintings half finished or paused at the sketching stage. 

in the same heartbeat of time, I’m in hotel ballrooms, at mindless corporate events. I do not feel 
pain or anger when i meet my ex-business partner who failed us. I only give him my card, 
reminding him I’m a diviner.   

in the same pulse of time, I recognise this white hill, this white road, where the white canvasses are. 
i see the shape of stars and arches and crosses and compass points.  

this hill is where hell used to be. 
  
I’m on an observation deck where i continue learning to control my levitation and flight of body. 

part of the knowledge is muscular tension and release. 

a clenching of thighs and sides of torso to move left or right, a breathing in to lighten, to ascend, 
navigation using subtle sensations, a feeling of currents and vortexes in the heart. one has to move 
the body with the awareness of air and density of gravity, changing weight with thought and 
emotion, to land or move gently.  
  
i am not sure if the others in the oblong room can see me floating. they appear to be listening to an 
unseen teacher somewhere outside the long window, through which i am watching a hipster couple, 
setting up blue opaque walls on the rooftop.   

*

  

  
  



raven haired woman on the hospital room floor 
there are no furniture, no machines 
see, her hair flowing like black river serpents 
see, the sleeping witchcraft in the fluid circle 

I smell amniotic waters, ammonia, formaldehyde, sea salt 
she floats in its epicentre 
motionless in this world / everywhere in the other  

without consequence 
I enter the quarantine zone 
minutes are crucial  
there are artefacts I must bring to nearby medical centres 
but I visit and spend time with patient zero  
inessential staff are evacuating the building  
“it’s ok, “ I tell the sick child 
the secret items in my bag brings comfort 
the family should be leaving 
but they stay by the child’s side 
  
the room we are in is inexplicably expanding 
but i know it’s the banned drugs acting  
it’s the sickness working 

memory is a safe passage 
I will think of bringing the child on walks 
to school  
playing by the garden paths 
the colours of flowering  
the health of splendour and sunshine  

not this balding innocence 
or toxic air 
not this  
mutagen 

minutes are crucial  
the conference waits for me  
anxious  

*



on the wheeling chair
she pushed herself against the glass wall
overlooking money street

(how sun and glass
blinds my eye)

"Be careful," I told her,
"or you'll break on through to the other side."

meeting room erupts in said song
(only two of us there, with our radio heads playing

I offer her Pistachios.
"no thanks."
"Ok, no pistachios, but kidney beans is ok.."

I am impressing her with my memory
little details to the heart

but she rolls out of the meeting room, faithless.

my afternoon is wasted.

*



i’m teaching her about numbers 
three in a row 
15 or so rows 
but the only image she projects into my head 
is a toilet seat 

map app 
tries to show me the street 
where the jazz bar is 
h___ h__ road 
but i’m lost among oriental plant life 

why? for some reason, before the downpour 
do i remember the naked New York model in my bed? 
stark naked skeleton body facing the wall  
no anal 
maybe her spine is a bridge 
like remains of a dragon or serpent 
so delicate, thin flesh 
hiding her organs 
each a continent 
silent and sleeping 

i’m teaching  the girl about number grids 
she, with the difficult to sculpt hair 
her legs are muay thai tanned 
her mind, a nest of grasshoppers 
perhaps, i’ll find her at the beach 
drawing flowers 
writing poems for 
forbidden affairs  

we should close the map app 
find the place on foot, with eyes and spider senses  
if there are plants, do not consume it 
unless your heart is in the right order 

*



  i understand why some passengers didn’t board the public / tour bus in the night.  

when I got on, i could see traces of small, undigested white meat on the stairs. i went upstairs. 
children in uniform did not appear sick, but they had been vomiting. their shirts were soured, but 
they still carried their schoolbags, chittering past me like small creatures. i did not smell bile or 
disease, but the floor was a mess. froth and foam and clear liquid everywhere. an older generation of 
men sat at the back unmoving. the children continued chittering.  
  
i couldn’t tell if the bus was lurching or at a standstill. i could not see the face of the driver. either 
the orange glow of the streetlights outside made the children better, or it was the cause of the 
outbreak. perhaps, the worst is over and I had come to survey the remains, riding with them to the 
end of the line.  

“we have to make do with this small blackboard" i tell the students. night had transferred to a 
classroom. the students here are older, out of uniform. plain clothed disciples of another order. 
possibly the same sick ones from the that time (seconds or years ago) "at least it’s not a chalkboard, 
less toxins for the lungs...’ there are finely drawn, realistic portraits on the board. with a crumpled 
tissue, i erase them with some effort. I will find that later, using the dishcloth, it will be easier to 
erase some of the faces, though not all.  

how many children survived that night on the bus? am i removing their futures now from the board? 
or am i merely erasing those who had survived and are no longer relevant?  

the much older students in the class are busy chittering, and did not offer any help with my line of 
thinking. I am close to erasing all of the faces. i reposition the board and am ready to begin class.   

*



   

even in the desert. the old man and the girls finds you. even when there are no structures in the wild, 
only sand and wind and a heartless night sky. their ghosts haunts your wandering form.  

the long room 

the knock on the door 
of the dead girl’s apartment 
her girlfriend opens. all the blue light 
the long room 

this is not your safe country 
there is wild nocturne 
thick, fans fever 
no flora at the funeral 

“i’ll be there” you say 
dreading long journeys 
pain of bus ride 

there are other girls in the room 
no mood for sex 
all the blue smog 
restless and forgetting 

one needs to eat 
shovelling oil and remnants into a void 

*



how familiar this filth, this jaundiced sun, this half monorail / travelator 
i’ve been here before, running from gunmen, running late to weddings, scouring the backward 
streets for white grilled meat.  

this time, i’m looking for cigarette shops, half priced due to currency exchange. I find unfamiliar 
coloured packs, sized larger than usual. but these stores are still selling in local dollars. i'm not deep 
enough across the borders.  
  
i take the passenger train, rail structures crammed along dirty buildings, in the density of chaos 
cities, streets of soot and sulphur and monoxide skies. waves upon waves of overpopulation.   

the brown skinned woman on the train is struggling in the crowd, holding her belly. a ladies 
handbag is on one of the seats. overlooking her shoulder, I see the woman point, ‘to get that thing 
away.’ the owner removes it, the woman sits down, blouse button open, a strange softness around 
her stomach 

there could’ve been blood, signs of a miscarriage, a bent over kind of birthing pain. I stand before 
her, silent. i cannot tell what my soundless self is doing. i only know i’m not allowed to touch her.   
  
in seconds, it’s years later, in her home 
a man is standing behind a cot. I am overlooking his shoulder.   
he holds a premature infant in one hand. his other hand holds up a deformed teenage girl, with no 
spine to sit up straight. 
her body is twisted, her brain is muted and drooling, her brown scaly skin and patches of dried hair 
on her bald head reminds me of animals, diseased   

their mother had given birth to two of kind 
perhaps, special beyond human understanding 
perhaps, potent and dangerous, haunted yet heavenly  

am I the father or handmaiden? 

I cannot tell if the mother survived.  
  
  
*



the boy tells us secrets of the nightclubs that no longer exists 
we move through the dancing figures, late 

i see the man who resembles the dealer 
but more meat on this face, a thicker moustache 
a family 
celebrities, fashion modules, television stars of a gypsy order 
massive jewellery 

i return to the toy store 
to the toy pit 
in search of a ghastly figure to take photos with 
maybe we find another child there 
the killer striking again 

  
*



interview report: 
number unknown. date unknown. 

he is either the first or the last of the fathers.  
too young to have the wisdom and comfort of age: 
-to help him cope 
-to help him understand elements occurring outside logic 

he remembers being trapped in the net of ropes, cradling his two or five year old Son, whose face is 
smeared with red lipstick, whose small body is swaddled in rigor mortis 
this is a warehouse. no sign of the hunter.  

he speaks in monotone. without grief. pure data. pure report.  

"There were small packets containing mini furniture. bed frames. simple chairs. coffee tables. other 
packets, serialised with knobs, pins, pegs, screws, all made of light beige wood, finely carved, 
sanded smooth."  

(one thinks with the perspectives of houses. doll houses. mansions. replicas. dioramas. one also 
thinks of hidden rooms. built to scale. far from the public eye. far some safety.)  

he does not know what made them, but he knows they were made by hand, hands comfortable with 
wood but more so with flesh. 

it is plausible, his young Sister is missing, or even the idea of a young Wife, taken. The first of the 
maidens, the first construct, the first of the resurrected.  

"There will always be that first high, that first victim. Every other construct that follows is an 
exercise in evolution. I think the lipstick, maybe handed down by my young Mother, was to my 
Sister."   

He sees himself hung in the trapping net. the dark warehouse. those crates. The white blanket. His 
Son, close to his chest. The lipstick could also be blood, but he doesn't believe the maker believes in 
such messy violence.  

"there is no uncontrolled physical rage. Only that slow simmering of fear, induced in stages. The 
violence is internal. Fear eats out the girls it desires."  

It could've been his young Sister, ropes , her second skin. Or his beautiful Wife, fear infused in 
increments, trapped first in the net, then imprisoned, mentally, walls closing in, energy depleting.  

"it was never interested in my Son. It only wanted to spare him the experience, the loss of auntie or 
Mother. But it wanted me to know, to recount, to remember, to relive vividly, the shape of rope 
burns, the smell of soil and fresh blood, either menstrual or a young throat slit. clean and surgical."  

It is haemoglobin filled with horrors. A potent kind of nourishment for the island, that will 
eventually bring all of the maidens back.  

“I was never shown her body. but this body, i now know, is its messenger." 

*



_ 

young yellow pill 
on her side 
also flat on grey plains 
hidden in plain sight 
in pockets 
on tour bus 

a complicated tincture of numbers calculated in cell 
one forgets to call the wheel watcher 
alternate roads 
bus waits opposite stations 
opposite junglism 
opposite drug dealing hot spots 

where young yellow pill 
half naked in sour light  
pose with dry fingers 
packs of mineral water cups 
awkward and accommodating  

cut sizes of maps 
follow international paper guidelines 
section off buildings and fuck closets  
track the track marks  

we dress the pharmacist with red emblems  
we dress in pharmacology  
we listen to chemtrails 
erecting gauntlets, ecstasy 
embellishments on virgin war paths 

we sit where we may on the bus 
never really leaving 
aware of the tirade of wheel watchers 
who check our call lists  
reprimanding absent mindedness  
while 
secretly 

we pray 
that the young yellow pill 
doesn’t turn into powder  

*



cold black sheen 
tuxedo night of corp talk 
in meeting room of marriage 

one will draw wife to be 
another, follow through with cam   
public relations discourse 
ceremony timed video stills 

this hollow heart 
this power vacuum  

wife is vacant in the cave of gut  

a call comes in to warn 
of black wave rising  
ten storied cold black doom of glitter night  

tsunami hits 
  
the glass walls crack 
“if the reaper comes, be swift with the takings" 
the windowless door won’t stave off flood 

one dials hospital (where mother sleeps) 
mother calls from the black out house 
“something sits on the chest of uncle" 

there is an attic 
there is accusation paranoia 
a family car 

mangled amalgam of ruined roofs 
children music 
extrusion pipes 
deluge crushing form  
bodies rushed 
gone with passing tide 

cold black starless nocturne 

one runs in scientific field 
lab coats scorching 
scourge in the air, a blue fire 
swarming gas, devourer of flesh  
eye level cloud toxin 
avoid nuclear breath contact 
the city, full of armageddon 
 nature as artist 
delicate intelligence 
such spellbinding life 
*



  epiphanies of sodium fruits in awe 

bubbles of flesh along strong arm 
spread of the crucible 
a fanaticism of growth 
unknown neural phenomenon   

dead sperm make no histories 
like favourable storms 
thunderstruck in the aisle of pale-stark statues 
rain: the masterpiece from mortified skies 

dead granite make no mansions 
a surprising distension of jaws 
compensation for the egg 
a hefty wake for a fallen pill 

dead birds plant no seeds 
alienation of the bride 
annunciation of severed servants 
accretion of solvents, sapphire, secretions 

in bed we mistrust dead affection 
in bed we stroke the bastards beard 
in bed we bind our beta-kind 
in bed, we mono-block the ingress of tears  

*



between  
what you saw 
and what you think you saw 

the dragon in mid-flight freeze framed 
the fisherman hung from tail 
bait-less silver hook in air 
great crimson beast  
silent like a deaf dream 

between the earth 
and what was unearthed 

excavated worship ground   
red Russian lantern rising  
jewelry box figure turning 
plastic flesh eroded by time 
iconic patron dirtied by soil 
trampled by weight of human wandering  

but the song of the saint 
still plays on 
despite dead batteries 
her spirit singing 
like a living library 
a litany of psalms 

between what you heard 
and what you think you heard 

*



portent  
/ 

highway / tour bus 
_ 
rogue cell phone signal 
a clear, aural hallucination 
hunted by sick voice speaking of mother 
past the border 
through ghost static land line alarm 
broadcast level peaking, piercing holocaust heaven  
infection from the mansion, spreading to streets 
soot poisoned sidewalks, sewerage heat   

school 
_ 
school kids locked in a den of predators 
something is loosed and blind in poltergeist halls 
sniffing out glands and urine stench skirts  
phone batt failing 
torch light dying 
closed door cubicle 
festering abortion nest   

halls unlit for decades, abusive cane stroking teeming darkness 
chalk and dusters in mouths  
nails on the blackboard quoting blood types  
malevolent monochrome sight and  

noise 
_ 
only noise keeps terror at bay 
jaded crystal chalices clinking against chipped champagne glasses 
bent nails rusted by haemoglobin, swirling in toxic stainless steel 
grating, friction, charring screeching   
keep the noise coming  
or our breaths will be heard  

*



i will eventually consume water i will eventually consume a biscuit embedded with fruit

between the blank sleep and seconds before dreaming 
the muscular presence, in nude coloured towel 
rushes from one bathroom to  the one in the kitchen 
cutting off my blind sister 

it is apparent 
the portals had opened 
and all the wandering souls of night society has come through  

a wave of visitors passes through the dining hall and among them 
the devil chiselled face, the man from the window  

i go outside, i see ashen faces, women’s hair , greyed by dry earth  

i ask a face for his correct name, i say to a girl, “be careful" 
she stands on the ledge overlooking 21 stories 

she leaps backwards, away from us, into the night skies 

falling to her death 

i turn away, a gesture to avoid that inevitable sound 
the sound of her body crashing is a singular sound. no crashing on roofs or cars 
but flat concrete surface 
flesh and stone, no other broken pieces shattering, rising, falling seconds after 
there is no reverberation  

i have turned away and see the vacant basement, the crowd now against walls, talking to police 
i turn back to the ledge 
a large black man, pushes his phone over the edge 
i tap his hand, to tell him it's o.k 
he removes his hand, lets go of the ledge  

falls to his death 

i turn away, I say, “number two.” there is no sound of his body crashing. 

the gate to the house remains wide open 
the souls come and go 
i curl into bed with my mother 

beings enter the bathroom, my eyes stay closed 
“it’s ok” she says.  i will go back to my room.   

at the corner of the sleeping place, upon the writing desk 
a moving stuffed figure,  alive 
like a white furred monkey, or little drummer boy, pale as snow 
“what the fuck is that? what the fuck is that!” there is panic in my voice 
I turn to the open room door 
a large, bald man, striding straight to me 



i shut my eyes, “he will turn into a beautiful woman.” I open my eyes 
he is gone 
there is a floating container near my face, illuminated from within, various angled surfaces 
i close my eyes 
“it will  turn into an alien temple" 
i open my eyes, from floating night, i open my eyes, to actual night  
everything is gone but the room , and a heart about to fail , and  a breath cut short for almost too 
long 

*



imposterelations 

we make contact in an elevator, ebony tar walls, sunset light captured in fission glassware (loading 
bay dimensions) 

she can see through synthetic skin and fabric, unhidden salient organs. I avoid my own nakedness.  
(mating dance activated)    

we will be bed fed, turning like anti-gravity koi with filament arms embracing. 
(elevator morphs into hotel room.)  

touch her face, her flesh 
(rubberised, moulding, falsified accents)  unwilling to break through thin layers of make up 

we will make out, kissing clones of who we were 

while 

the back of minds study airfields, tombstones of fire or holographic flags flying, (something foreign 
descending from skies, nucleus defying, infiltration) 

we will be extracted from each others’ histories, sent out by opposing missions, into red 
atmospheres, out as advancement (turning into wasteland failure ) 

     love ends with smoke and current 

years later i serve bucolic church 
she appears as a string of numbers in a phone, then in the flesh before medication time 
she pulls me away to the canal, behind the war monument wall  

“you were always there when i heeded help" 
(luring) there are missing speech patterns in my calculations   

the people have eaten the body of the king but i have not 
(she has robbed me of time, of parents, of watching the targets, front of pew)  

there’s no history in her i recall loving 
a stigmata / tabula rasa /  
all child-ling and empty (a distraction)  

under deep cover, my mission isn’t over, but here she is, asking for therapy as my mark vanishes 
among the servient 

 *



the centrifugal hive  
X 

scab 
scarab 

about to cross death-hold  
burrowing reaper worm 
wound up veins 
south bound to scion house 

scar 
sacra sin 

experienced purgation  
paladin point 
hounds, scouring, victim gland secretion  

salt 
saline  
scandulum 

mothers' flesh to daughters' crown 
syllabic nymphs 
succubi picking fruits in the dark  
severe atmospheres of sleep  

sat-comms 
super-filial deities 
synchronous manœuvres 

father-spawn in the drowning sea 
facial recognition failure 
valiant outcasts thriving on debris at dawn 
a fictional stroke of creation 
a fractional birth on ectomorphic planes  
 X 

   
  



collecting crystalline tears 
embedded in shoulder / chest 
like shrapnel  
mutterings of a floodgate 
money pumped down throat to wet vagina (failed) 
“don’t touch me.”  
daggers dance in mindscape  
pinning down young shaped limbs  

disorganised recollection 
misfocus  
stumbling  
chameleon like face, dazed, falling  
digits dialed in  
“we count the number of ways we have lost her" 
divergent manoeuvres in the dead night 
“we bring her to the safe place" 
we let the youngling go 

(one reveals the calling card" 
she will follow the man with the lantern 
she will follow the man with the key  
*



oil of my youth 
of the sulphate self 
like a mongrel 
or hybrid theosophy 
of meat suit made by  
chronos and zephyr 
who were once children of the void 
of crawling chaos 

osmosis of cell 
of gehenna prime 
senses spawned by secret insects 
blameless and clawed 
angel of napalm and nibiru  

ale of my forefathers 
strong, undercurrent of spices 
of sprinkled cyanide 
sodium lights  
saccharine touchstones 

old of my kind 
of synchronised self 
like a monad 
or halcyon hauntology  
of flesh core made by  
hades and haniel   
who were once children of the crown 
of cryogenic constants 

  
*



processions of erasure   

have a small, adolescent fever 
snail like in the catacombs 
omnivorous  
affluent 

a cluster of impossible white fashions 
swimming through red radar 
ghost riding lower frequencies 
hardly hearing in carbon walls 

the fire woman 
holds on to forehead 
downward streaming radiation 
infusion 
exposure 
building an edifice 

parts of the chromosome in soil 
bone fragments among the gorgeous flora 
vines, fetish knots, fish nets 
our night terror mutterings recorded for ceremony 

a sprawling elder mirror 
blotched sectors over genitalia 
dioxide breathing, the wiping out of futures 
sedatives 
meteorites 
television dinners 

*



something about heat in the room 
a miscarried ecstasy  
something about a bed, accustomed to one body  
a body, subtly eroded by time and yearning 

*



boxer in gaslight, in the office of cigarette smoke, the boxer wrapping her bloody hands, sweat  in 
her thick hair, upper body in bandages. cracked ribs. she will eventually extend her hair again, to 
remake fine instruments of strangulation. 

the boxer opens my black box for tobacco mixed with black flowers. she can’t find rolling papers. I 
hand her the pipe.  

it’s raining outside, of course. all flash lightning with no thunder, but sirens, always sirens in this 
bleak, dark town. I watch her stuff the pipe, hands trembling. 

“The garage in chinatown, by the fish market, they will have your passport ready in an hour." 

she doesn’t look up at me, fumbles around for a mud dirtied zippo. lights up the roots and leaves in 
the bowl, sucks hungrily at it, to appease the growling stomach, to calm the adrenaline high.  

the phone is a dead animal, no way for anyone to contact or warn us, in case things went south, in 
case the bodies were found in that dim alley. i hope no one had seen and recognised her. That 
unmistakable limp. 

“it was fucking hard to keep him down,” she finally says. “he kept yelling my name...”, eyes glazing 
over, smoke in her brain. Had anyone heard him? Above the din of rain? 

“Go down the elevator shaft,” i tell her as I start opening drawers, stuffing vials of cloudy and 
melancholic liquid, bullet shells, a badge, various capsules of hypnotics, a tarot deck, and an 
amulet, into my long coat pockets. The book of XOL, a spare black shirt, various instruments of 
torture in a pencil case and the leather mask goes into my dark grey sling bag. 
  
I turn the gas lamp low. He does not kiss me goodbye, maybe once, when she still had that dress, 
she would have, but not tonight. tonight, the gas lamp goes out and the office is empty again, 
window open, rain beating in.  

  

*



history of black branches coming out of faces 
winter tree people perhaps, or post-holocaust humans 
antelope kind, wooden tentacle kind, shamanistic  

i’m sent through all these landscapes 
desolate, endless  
but i remember nothing else  
just a numb arm upon waking 
sheets cast off the sofa bed, 
leather exposed to my sweat skin 
and sun 

i know its the same sun everywhere 
despite our conditions (living, dreaming, death transitioning, in the past or future) 
i know it’s the one sun with its mind extended everywhere, our way marker, our point of reference, 
a singular face for multiple paths  
consider what it sees and remembers 
the phases of human consciousness 
lighting awareness 
age by age  

there’s a dog in my face 
tongue on my fingers 
big eyes peering into deep souls  
asking to go out, wanting to pee  

he also wants bread, not chicken 

i’m eating oats with a memory of war time 
the house is empty  
I commune with mynah birds, rattling in the kitchen  
my flighty familiars, not as mysterious and gothic like ravens 
but still otherworldly with their yellow beaks and coded singing and mad staring eyes  
stealing bones from the dustbin, carrying the dead under their wings  

the dog wants to walk far 
crossing roads to coffeeshops  
looking for pastry in the dirt 
looking for horny bitches on leashes (just like his master) 
we both find none. 
  
we wait for the woman in the wheel chair 
he wants to be carried, like a baby   
I’m looking for toys like a child  
we deal with ruthless sun, the correspondences of soil and roots and passing cars  
metal turning hot with noon heat  
burning my clothes as I clean up the dog after his shit 

the wheelchair woman returns 

she has food 



he still doesn’t want chicken. only sleep. 
I eat noodles and calcium pills and smoke indonesian cloves  
then contemplate the history of black branches, coming out of faces 
reaching out to touch the rays from the ventricles of my sun 
  
  
*



A T.V appears in a featureless room.   

A program appears in monochrome 

One sees a cellist in a prison spell. one recognises the hair strung unto the bow, one does not 
recognise the composition.  There are other things in the room with me. Suits. Furred. possibly 
rabbit or oxen. They hold flashlights, shoving beams into my face. hours ago, they had given me 
bandages. They watched me from another room, through CCTV, wrapping  my hands. I know what 
they are doing. Mimic the boxer from yesteryear, repeat her steps, her motifs, her procedures, in 
order to discern where she might be. They will never find her. I made sure of that. I made sure no 
one had seen her. I made sure no one had heard her call my name. 

Another program appears on the TV. Partially monochrome. The last boxing match. The blood is 
red enhanced. Everything else is albino or negroid.    

we cut to advertisements. how to kill and skin a rabbit. how to grill oxen. how to change batteries of 
a flashlight. when the last and final round of the fight returns, the floor is wet with blood. the other 
things in the room with me, in suits, wet furred, are without their heads. i smell delicious cooking.  

brute force had forced open the cell door, locks in pieces, twisted metal embedded in cold turkey 
walls. outside, a typical red light is flashing, as if radioactive melt down. a part of me longs for the 
sun, a vampiric reversal. with growing strength i walk down the stretch of corridors. there are other 
cells with doors forced open. i near the end. I hear a monologue. 
  

*

  

  



new mecha division 
shipped from savage war zones 
but still 
blue armour's glinting 
exoskeletal shine 
soot washing off in the rain  
bomb wounds self heal nanotech  

i’m really a boy 
buying the generals’ toys  
it’s that fighter jet you see?  
turning gladiator, pistons firing   
the wonders of massive steel shaped blades 
thrust into hick, kaiju skin  
into the menace of tyrant hearts 
military-industrial complexes    

one jumps through television 
cartoons, japanese fan-made autobots  
into the real,  the shuddering earth  
“fiction is reality from another world” 
gundam blocks out the sun   

we hide in the shell and safety of mecha 
behind armament, a.i., desires of automaton  
an extension of our animal instincts 
not to stand on the shoulders of giants, but to become one  

*



she becomes fat and slutty with age 
bloating into a black minidress  
make up on her face like cream on a cake 
like the cake float bed she arrives on  

she's already drunk. maybe never sober  
the party was long over, but the announcement was made anyway,  

It's her grand entry  
It's her birthday 
I should order her a jug of dark whiskey. My treat.  

I don't remember her like this. 
even my best man, who wanted to fuck her in school, didn't recognise her.  
maybe it's a sign of becoming a widow  
spirits and grief turning her 
morphing her with mad interiors  
tiara as a crown of thorns 

she was shouting to no one and everyone 
slurring loudly about me, in third person 
she didn't recognise at all 
even when she blabbered right in my face 
spit raining on my skin 

I give the whiskey jug to a dark and delicious tranny 
blabbering birthday girl passes out in spa   

  

The boys were collapsing wooden castles all around us  
Orange lights were coming back on in the hall like sunrise  
Ye, it was still like night 
Hard to see between her legs, those black satin stockings and black widow panties  

My best man has just returned from highway of the stars 
I have no drugs to offer him 
He had left me little from yesterday, from my house  
So i finished those  

I talk to him about my new pissing place  
An elevated advantage, face in the wall, next to high palm plants  
the trajectory of pissing had to be angled correctly 
Or there would be splashing and ricochet  
Time spent drying glasses and trying not to smell like urine  

He found it funny I was pissing on kids  
they thought it was rain 
Only because I made it appear so  



We get back to drunk birthday girl by the camp fire  
I've removed all my clothes with new thing under the white towel  
She's doing a sketch of me on yellow post it notes  
My mind is busy segmenting  
Organising Braille on a piano roll  
My Neighbour’s girlfriend behind me reminds me:
I've slightly over a thousand chapters written  

*



The night carnival 

Skyscraper high, a full blown party. Anxiety.  
the ambulance should be here soon. So many stories up, it'll take more time. 
The boy needs medical attention. The boy needs the toilet, to empty out himself, to excoriate 
poisons in the body. 
But the toilets are missing or locked, a confused space, changing erratically with the full blown 
noise and revelry.  

When I see him again, he is skinner than when I left him.  

"They were balloons, inside me, growing. It's out now." 

Day carnival. Ranch, on a hill TOP.  
I brought the dog, cake surgically molanted. The mystical teacher corrected me. We are supposed to 
bake the ingredients.  
How now? We can't put the dog in the oven.  

*



(the voice is a slow purr, you won’t hear it if you don’t focus. it’s a man’s voice that reminds you of 
a child’s voice.) it speaks without rush.  

theta puree 

great Sichuan blast   

from cardio gate 

like a careful bear 

god   

rain patron  

made with Jap A.V 

shibari rope picnics   

suspension in static  

“you know something, white snow." 

` 
in ancient quadrangle: 
-bald temple children 
-swift kung fu zygotes 
-a nose full of flu  
flew 

alas, famine 
at least there are teas  
small saucers with homing beacons 
discus of the sun 
running on troglodytes 

fasten the feats basket 
fast track 
Fenrir and Falconis 
formulate fire fortune 

direct to delta congee   
*



patient zero longs for the slab of pig, he talks of nurses, the smell of barbecue rising from their light 
pink uniforms, they with their face masks and white bra straps, making his star groin shine. 

the slab of pig is the first place of his dreaming, black grease on the walls, a medieval kind of 
drunken palace, warriors made from other kinds of hard skinned meat, alcohol befitting Plutonian 
Death Gods.  

slab of pig, punctured by the serrated blade, patient zero handles the sharp edge like a childhood 
game of paper cuts, taking turns with small points of erotic incision, tiny ant bites of pleasure. 
  
he lounges on the filth sofa 

“you remember the crocodile scene...” he reminds me. 

i’m allowing the midazolam to work wonders, or perhaps, the wonder is already here, considering 
my actual communion with patent zero at this historical sofa. 

“I remember the siblings. the leather masks, her hair so dry. it was the brother who embraced the 
croc." 

“it was his hair you remember...” 

one cannot follow the path of logic, only the path of medicine for treating troubled sleeping and 
agitation. the patient belongs on a page, not in memory, or perhaps, he is extracted from a bygone 
memory, to come alive again on the page. that period of the pills, received without prescription, 
taken as experiments, that period of induction, that’s where the contact was made, that’s where the 
society of night was made. that’s where i met the first siblings.  

“we fucked and fucked in the dungeon, body fluids sliding on PVC, on urine coated floors, on walls 
that understand the intimacy of screaming and excruciating ejaculation. but like the animals, we do 
not believe in pain as suffering. as animals, we only understand pain as a dimension of existence; 
naturally occurring, pitched at the same frequency as intense laughter and its not so strange 
bedfellow, the orgasm." 

patient zero understands the complexity of the slab of pig. he takes a hot slice into his mouth. I 
lounge on the sofa, naked, salivating, watching him eat. he offers me some, but i politely refuse. in 
the dreams of medicine men, there is no hunger.  

*



I know who i have chosen now
as my eye in the sky

that other dark, insecure thing
no where near my orbits shall he roam
no more a star in my system

he wants to bring his camera into the house
with his pale, discordant videographer
i try to be kind, to turn them away
my eye in the sky, already watching 

i do not know the man in the picture
the happy one, with his young daughter

I cannot place his being

could he be some part of me
from elsewhen?
married, cloaked with christmas lights 
posing in polaroid

i hold that photograph 
study how the light falls from sun 
study its classical colours
its erosion by time

one suspects it should be kept
between the leaves of potent  books 
between the pages of possible futures
within chapters marked with radiance
a lightness
a moment of goodness, captured

i know how i will not choose
his time has passed 
I let him wallow in his emptiness
my skies are already full of strong, able stars 

*



I cannot identify, the something or someone, watching the son at the bar 
i enter its point of view, unfamiliar with the body i inhabit  
there are orders not to be seen 
so i turn the other way while glancing back at him 
he leans against the table top, tension taut 

i see blood, pooling on his chest, a legitimate gateway into his fears  

one understands now why he feels shaken, afraid, paranoid 
he’s been to the meat packing district 
in the dead of night, long after the slaughterhouses have shut 

he’s with an accomplice, whose face i do not see 
they are filling a plastic tub with water 
with puppies or kittens or both, buried under empty bottles of car oil  
He’s in the tub with the struggling animals, holding them down beneath the bottles 
as the water fills 

it’s his job. to drown them.  
he doesn’t like it, but it must be done.  

kill the familiars.  

he tries not to think of the animals breathing in water, lungs flooding, suffering in the thrash grip of 
death 
he grits his teeth as he feels their struggling slow down  

after believing they are dead, he gets out of the tub, pulls out the bodies one by one 
but they are still alive 
coughing, eyes half closed, hearts failing, body twisting, convulsing  
refusing to die 

panic grips him. he watches one of the puppies die 
but it returns to life, perpetually trapped in between  

‘that which cannot be killed.’ 

He drinks shot after shot now, blood spreading on his chest, his gut in knots  

the family of the familiars are coming for him 
ladies of the night society, hungry to inflict pain  

they remember his scent, his weight, his fear 
they wait near the bar, watching him 
as I, watch through them.  

they are waiting for the witching hour 
they let him stew and sweat 
filling his mind with visions of his own, terrifying death  
filling his heart with the sensations of men, drowning without end 

*



i could’ve slept with these streetwalkers before 
explored the length of their subtle white bodies 

i could’ve studied the wounds on their necks 
slash or bite marks 
punctured, drilled, ligature  
i don’t know 

razor blades 

they let their precious blood 
coat their hearts 
a coat of arms  
sacred hearts of vengeance  
slipping and sliding with 
poison and passion 
  
i could’ve brought them back from the island 
on that concrete floating platform 
with storm doors dropping from heaven 
sealing off one world, opening the next 

i remember watching the froth of black tides 
the density of their jungle brethren  
as our platform lurched towards city lights 

the society of night is coming 
legs long and entangling 
lips moist and saccharine  
eyes burning with Rohypnol 

  
*



i will not speak of hazy storms 
hiding the islands on the horizon  
too late to say the night wind is coming 
too late to warn the residents 

I am sad i cannot discern the holographic planet 
its veins and bodies of water, its neon jungles of life 

there are vague illusions of people, 
lined up on streets, awaiting inspection 
I cannot inspect their bodies 
because I am not one with hands or bodies   
i’m forcing colours into shapes (futile)  
i cannot ask for names, 
I have no tongue for language  

the book is lost in a cluster of meaning 
its spirit, diffused  
coaxed into depths too vast for being  
the disciples, as children, are leaving the stations on unmarked trains 
gone into vanishing horizons  

there are a handful of us left, at least in this sphere of living  
they are vague illusions of people, without a certain face or shadow 
clothed in the trickery of rays  
aged in either years or days  

in a neighbourhood with no humans 
only sentinels remain, concrete and looming 
levels upon levels of vacancy 
  
by the inroads 
I spot temples made from heaps of broken furniture  
signs of prior life, wood turning fungal in the night winds and rains 

if you ask, what is shelter? 
i will point you to the shore 
from there at least we can wait 
for the islands across the sea to reappear  
for a depth of being to change or emerge  
for the giantess to come through her witchcraftain portal 
through that great metal complex with no door  

i’ve been here before 
on a white bed between the trees 
before the yellow tower  

i recall the dog barking at the baboon  
i recall the man with the metal detector  
they are not here now 
no one is here but the breathing jungle 



and the risen wall where the highway used to be 
separating the shoreline from the terminal country 
dividing state from dimension   

did it occur again?  
buildings launched into space?  

it was funny then  

but to find craters where families used to live  
to find upturned streets  
roots of an old sea showing like innards 
black and twisted and sucking on air  
one senses the inevitable loss   

i’ve lost the tongue for prayer before ruined cupboards and dining tables  
maybe i’ll stand, unmoving, on the sidewalks 
maybe someone, dreaming in a far away place 
will appear before me, in random 
trying to know my name 
trying to sift through illusions 
trying not to speak of hazy storms that make the horizons disappear 
trying not to mind the night winds 
howling through the skeletons of creation and playgrounds 
  
*



white body 
\ 
it took a day, maybe more 
piecing together lost hours , pushing for visual cues 
but still, nothing else beyond those first few seconds 
the speed 
of rushing trains (or some kind of Long land craft) grazing and damaging my right hand 
I'm not sure if it's still my body.  
A human hand, yes, squeezing mine 
but my own hand, my body: now a bloated, sheet white hairless, featureless thing. zentai skin  
flesh without prints, missing meridian lines, wrinkles, a whole body of unknown substances  
water and hints of blue liquid oozing from cut fingertips 
that quickening train, come and gone like lightning  
and my hand, struck by blind speed, and the human hand, squeezing the water out of my palms 

It's bleeding out less now 
less dripping 
less gel from lacerations 
  
my body, 
white as clean stagnant milk 
humanoid but maybe not so, a body without holes, a singular surface, sealed, except  fingertips, 
torn 
trickling water and blue blood  
# 

burn harbour  
/ 
we shouldn’t be driving back to the city 
“turn back” i tell the young, long lost cousin  
in her silence, i dream of nuzzling her neck (such schoolgirl prettiness) 
from her wordless tension, I know she is afraid of the island. 
“turn back." 
there are clone white houses, clone hangars as we make the curved return 

minutes before the car ride, we were in  the harbour mall, just along the straits, a 10 lane sea 
between us and the tall jungles of the island. i’m with historical figures from my personal myth. 
partners i should’ve buried properly, family no longer alive.  
we had purchased last minute goods, buoyed by the sleep drifting tourist crowd towards our loading 
bays 
then through the window came the orange glare,  the black glare, soundless 
the long houseboat or some kind of carrier docked outside is exploding 
balls of fire blooming in slow motion, people walking, then running down ramps, avoiding hell 
fates. 
I can sense the excitement of the deep jungles just beyond. a sneering density, calling us forth into 
its web, into its cave of vines and roots when she and I got into the car. 
  
I already knew it wasn’t right. I knew this was cowardice. The island had thinned the herd. we 
lived. that means it wants us, her natives, her edenic children.  



“turn back” i tell long lost cousin.” hesitant, she circles the white constructs, towards plumes and 
burning harbour   

  
**

  
  


